
Our company is looking for a resourcing manager. Thank you in advance for taking
a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for resourcing manager

Actively engages in risk identification, evaluation, strategy, action plans, and
mitigation of demand overages
Lead resource acquisition efforts on behalf of the warehouse department,
maintain promising resumes and conduct the first-round warehouse
interviews as needed
Work within recruitment budget showing ROI and reducing/controlling spend
with RPO partners/external recruitment agencies
Ensure that the sourcing strategies are fully aligned to the People Plan and
Talent Management Plan ensuring that effective external and internal talent
pipelines are created for identified roles
Conduct activities of a full recruitment cycle – candidate search, pre-
screening, interview, reference check, compensation package, on-boarding
activities, post placement care call
Lead on the process to ensure up to date knowledge in sector area by
undertaking external analysis and benchmarking to provide business area
with meaningful insight
Lead on the process to translate business head count budgets into resourcing
demand plans and then strategically deliver against them
Engage with stakeholders to fully understand vacancy requirements up to
L3SE, challenging preconceptions to ensure recruitment is led appropriately
and solutions are provided to meet the business needs
Manage performance against KPIs for your own portfolio and oversee
Resourcing Consultants portfolio, ensuring the delivering in a cost-effective
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Create global recruiting dashboard, including accessing source data and
analytics, and report out to key stakeholders

Qualifications for resourcing manager

Continuous improvement experience required
Lead the development of innovative inclusion and diverse resourcing
strategies that will enable the organisation to identify and attract diverse,
high performing talent
Build and maintain strong, credible relationships with your line leaders to
understand their key drivers and business objectives
Be part of a hard-working and focused team
Influence and inspire new ways of thinking and working
Harness the opportunity to showcase your talent and make an impact


